
Busy Bees          January 23 - 27th Winter
Story Time

Books: Snow Rabbit, Spring Rabbit       Tacky the Penguin Tacky in Trouble
My Arctic 1,2,3 Baby Penguins Love Their Mama     Poles Apart       Cub's Big World
Little Polar Bear      Shh! Bears Sleeping       A Splendid Friend Indeed       About Penguins
Polar Bears and Their Homes Tooth Trouble    Who Lives There? - Arctic Animals

Songs and Finger Plays: Snowflake, Snowflake       What Do You Do on a Winter's Day?
There Was a Chubby Snowman     Sledding Song    I'm a Little Penguin   A Walrus Sat on You

Games: Polar Bear Your Fish Is Gone! - a role playing game     Patterning with colorful 
paper mittens 

Language
Snowmen Same and Different      To place these snowmen cards in groups one must 

pay careful attention to the design details while remembering what rule is being used, such as 
snowmen with hats, no hats; red and white scarf or green and white scarf; style of hat, etc.

Lars' Adventures         Comparing and contrasting what Lars the polar bear sees in the 
Arctic his home and in the jungle when he travels there by mistake in the book Little Polar Bear 
by Hans de Beer.

Penguin's Lost Mitten        Not to worry, the children can help penguin find his mitten by 
looking under, above, in, on and behind him in this simple booklet

Math
Penguin Shaped Fun      Penguins humorously drawn into oval, square, triangular and 

other geometric shapes enable us to match and identify shapes
Penguins and Ice Bergs Making Sets 1 - 8
Polar Bear More and Less After comparing the numerals of two polar bears not a 

number line, the polar bear with the higher amount will leap onto the ice flow and the bear with 
the lesser number will dive down into the water

Art
Penguin Frolic      Gluing and cutting

            Polar Bear in the Snow       Children will use reinforcement circle stickers for the snow 
on their papers, which is a great fine motor work out

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
Penguins and Ice Flows           Play in the Sensory Table
Blizzard Bouncing cotton balls into the air with a sheet as we create a snow storm
Snow Removal Using clothiers pins to pick up the cotton balls scattered on our 

floor due to the blizzard

Science
A planetarium show from the Living Arts and Science Center will come to us this 

Tuesday morning. In it Sesame Street's Big Bird and Elmo learn about the Big Dipper, the North 
Star, the Sun and the Moon. They also take an imaginary trip to the moon and discover how 
different it is than earth.


